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2009. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 1140 India has experienced the scourge of terrorism since
its independence in 1947, when the Naga's refused to join the Union. They were followed by the
Mizo's in the 1960's. Then it was the turn of the ULFA in Assam. After the North East, Jammu and
Kashmir became its victim in 1980's, followed by the terrorism in Punjab. From these two areas
which have been with dealt earlier, the terrorism, mostly Islamist, has spread to the rest of India,
during the last three decades, which has been dealt with in this multi-volume book. India has the
dubious distinction of being the worst sufferer of terrorism, next to Iraq and Afghanistan. One
estimate holds that India has had nearly a hundred thousand casualties from extremism of all
varieties. In spite of this enormity, Indian republic has shown restraint and balance while dealing
with all kinds of extremists, separatist, terrorists, Naxal et al. The resilience shown by India has
been interpreted by some observers as weak-kneed response of a soft state. Others assert India has
not fashioned a counter terrorism policy framework to eradicate these serious threat to its integrity
and sovereignty. There are those who feel...
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. I really could comprehended every little thing out of this created e publication. I found out this book from my dad
and i encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Maia O'Hara-- Maia O'Hara

Extensive information for book fanatics. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just delighted to tell you that this is
basically the best pdf i actually have go through within my personal daily life and might be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Guillermo Marquardt-- Guillermo Marquardt
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